The RHIC coupling correction system has been measurements during 2ooo.
we m e r demonstrate RHIC coupling correction system is described with quadrupole used for global cOuP1ing Every skew family includes 16 skew quadrupoles, located in regions adjacent to the IR's; four power supplies per family power the skew quadrupoles in strings of three to five magnets. This powering scheme optimizes the logistics of power supply positioning in the ring service power supplies in the family are set to the same current in software. By powering with opposite currents skew quadrupoles in the same family but opposite positions in
THE CORRECTION SYSTEM
The RHIC coupling correction system is schematically described in Figure 1 for the Blue ring, the system for the skew quadrupoles per ring are wired up in 3 families to allow global coupling corrections, and 12 independently powered skew quadrupoles are located in the Interaction coupling sources in the IR's.
ring being an exact Of this' A Of 48 building and adds degrees offieedom to the system. The 4
Region (IR) trip1ets to for local correction Of the ring (see Figure I ), their effect adds up, given the -- 
BEAM MEASUREMENTS AND MACHINE COUPLING CORRECTION

I RHIC Run 2000
The Run 2000 marked the successful commissioning and first year of operation. The focus of coupling correction has been tune control at injection and during the ramps. We commissioned the global coupling correction system and gathered beam data and experience to set up the local skew correction system at the IR's. During Run 2000 the measured tune separation was measured to be 0.06, twice the value measured in 1999 because we used an asymmetric lattice with 2 IR's tuned to P*=3m and 4 IR's at 8m. (see Table 3 ). The correction of the Yellow ring was likewise done but in order to achieve a AQmin-0.007 we had to push family 1 to the large strength of 0.0016. Analysis of local coupling data in the IR's with orbit bumps [3] allowed us to identify a large coupling source in one of the IR8 triplets in the yellow ring, likely an alignment error in one of the triplet quadrupoles. After the local compensation at IP8 , the global families were used to correct the residual coupling in the ring: the strength of family 1, in phase with the coupling source at IP8, was reduced by a factor -3 to 0.00055, and AQmin was minimized to 0.001 as can be seen by the scan in Figure 3 . With the full complement of power supplies now installed in the machine, the lattice at injection is the design lattice now, symmetric with P*=lOm at all IR's, with the final configuration at collision at P*=2 m at all IR's.
During the RHIC 2000 run systematic data about the effect of the triplets were taken: orbit rms and tune shifts were recorded and later analyzed as a function of bump amplitude at the triplets location. This analysis allowed us to predict settings for the local skew quadrupole correctors in the IRs.
[3]. When we started with the Blue ring, we first set up the local skew quadrupole correctors in the IR's operationally and the resulting experimental setting were in very good agreement with the predictions. The minimum tune separation of the bare machine with the symmetric injection lattice was measured to 0.009.
RHIC Run 2001
The family strengths to compensate for the residual coupling are : Figure 4 . The final correction achieved is to AQmin=0.0005, the tune meter resolution for 2001. The plans for the rest of the run are first to correct the Yellow ring, and then to speed up the global correction. That can be accomplished by measuring tunes with the phase lock loop (PLL) while the tunes are continuously varied to determine the AQmin, when the PLL system will become operational. Another improvement that is planned is the measure and possible correction of local coupling effects by the analysis of 1000 turn data now available at every beam position monitor in the machine, by analyzing the in plane and out of plane response to kicks. We will initially use the tune meter kicker and later on an AC dipole when it will become available.
CONCLUSIONS
The RHIC coupling correction system that integrates local i ' *
